Long-term stability of bronchial reactivity in guinea pigs.
Measurement of lung function and bronchial reactivity are widely used as outcome parameters to assess the efficacy of therapeutic interventions. In order to interpret the results correctly, it is necessary that the outcome parameters are themselves stable over time so that any significant changes measured may be attributed to the interventions. Specific airway conductance (SGaw) and airway reactivity to histamine are two commonly used parameters in animal models such as guinea pigs. Although short-term variability of these parameters has been investigated, there has been no study of long-term stability. In the present paper, SGaw and bronchial reactivity to histamine were measured in 111 conscious guinea pigs using a non-invasive, whole body plethysmograph. Baseline values of SGaw and ED35 histamine were measured and followed for eight weeks at weekly intervals. At baseline, mean SGaw in guinea pigs was 0.17 +/- 0.055 sec-1 cm H2O-1 and ED35 histamine ranged from 0.064 to more than 10 mg/ml. The distribution of ED35 histamine values was gaussian. We observed that the changes in SGaw and ED35 histamine recorded using this technique are highly reproducible over eight weeks. The reactivity varied by less than a doubling dose of histamine over any two consecutive weeks. Thus, the technique described in this paper is quick, easily learned, reproducible, independent of temperature-humidity artifact and highly suitable for studies of repeated measurements as in the study of dietary interventions and evaluation of effect of drugs.